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Introduction and Motivation
§Recurrent neural networks (RNN), such as LSTMs and GRUs, are state of the art for language 
modeling and machine translation

§Recurrent models compute along the sequence’s position
§ Cannot be parallelized easily

§Attention models can model dependencies irrespective of distance
§ Generally used with RNNs

§Key Idea: Attention is All You Need

§Paper introduces the model “Transformer”



Task – Machine Translation
Goal: Translate from English to German and English to French

Measure: BLEU = BiLingual Evaluation Understudy



BLEU Score



BLEU Score Interpretation



Background
•Some work attempts to reduce sequential computation using convolutional layers
• Computation is reduced to either linear or logarithmic computation with the distance between sequence 

symbols.
• Transformer can do this in constant time

•Self-attention has been used successfully in tasks such as reading comprehension, abstractive 
summarization, textual entailment and learning task-independent sentence representations.

•Transformer is the first transduction model to use self-attention without RNNs or convolution.
• Transduction is used in a linguistic sense.



Encoder-Decoder Background
•Most state of the art models employ an encoder-decoder architecture

• Input: Sequence of symbolic representations

• Encoder produces latent representations: 

• Decoder uses z to produce output sequence:



Model
•Encoder is on the left; 
decoder is on the right.

•These layers are stacked 6 
times in the Transformer 
model.

•The decoder looks at the 
output of the encoder (and 
the previously generated 
words)



Scaled Dot-Product Attention
•Learn projections from input representation to 
• Query (Q) (dimension dk)
• Key (K) (dimension dk)
• Value (V) (dimension dv)

•Matmul between Q and K are logits for how much 
attention is needed. Softmax is used to compute weights 
to average the value representation.

•The paper introduces scaled dot-product attention
• Dot product attention (multiplicative) had been used without 

scaling.
• Observation: Dot product grows too large in magnitude for 

large number of dimensions, so divide by 



Multi-Head Attention
•Averaging inhibits single-head attention from looking at 
different representation subspaces

•Instead, split single-attention into multiple attentions!
• Each attention head is computed in parallel



Multi-Head Attention

•h = 8 attention heads are used in Transformer.

•To maintain the same computation as single-head attention,



Positional Embeddings
•Since Transformer has a constant path length (distance a signal has to travel between positions), 
the model can’t tell what order the inputs are in.
• To fix this, add positional encodings!
• Sinosoid is used,
• but learned positions work just as well.



Types of Attention
1. Encoder-decoder attention: Queries come from previous layer of the decoder, keys and values 

come from encoder.

2. Encoder self-attention layer: Each position can attend every other position in the previous layer 
of the encoder.

3. Decoder self-attention layer: Mask out all connections in the Softmax that cannot have been 
seen.

1. This maintains the autoregressive property by preventing the model from looking at words it hasn’t 
seen yet.



Encoder

Byte-pair or word-piece 
encoding

Learned embedding layer

Self-attention over all inputs

Recurrent connection by adding previous 
representation then layer normalization

Simple ReLU feedforward network 
with 1 larger hidden layer



Decoder

Byte-pair or word-piece 
encoding

Learned embedding layer

Self-attention over all outputs (so far)

Recurrent connection by adding previous 
then layer normalization

Simple ReLU feedforward network 
with 1 larger hidden layer

Attention over all inputs

Usual learned project and 
Softmax for token prediction
• Shares weights with embedding 

layer though!



Advantages Over Other 
Approaches

Multi-head attention can 
also learn multiple 
things to look at



Training
•Sentences encoded:
• English-German uses BytePair encoding for 37,000 tokens on 4.5M sentence pairs.
• English-French uses WordPiece encoding for 32,000 tokens on 36M sentence pairs.

•Batch size determined in order to have 25,000 source and target tokens.

•8 NVIDIA T100 GPUs. 
• Base models trained for 12 hours, big models for 3.5 days.

•Adam optimizer with special learning rate:
• Linear warmup followed by inverse square root decay.

•Regularization: Dropout of 0.1 applied to residual connections and sum of positional encoding and 
embeddings. Label smoothing is performed.

•The last 5 checkpoints are averaged (for base model). Beam search is used to select the best 
translation.



Results



Results - BLEU



Model 
Variation 
Experiments
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English Constituency 
Parsing



Example of Model



Example of Autoregressive Property



Takeaway
•Motivation: RNNs are not easily parallelizable and don’t learn long dependencies well.

•Models that only use attention are effective and train faster.

•Transformer generalizes to other tasks.

•Multi-Head attention helps address some of the problems of traditional attention.

•Transformers have a constant time path from one position to any other position.
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